VILLAGE OF ELM GROVE
13600 Juneau Boulevard
Elm Grove, WI 53122
PUBLIC WORKS UTILITIES COMMITTEE
Monday, January 10th, 2022 * 6:00 PM * Park View Room
AGENDA

1. Call meeting to order
Documents:
Meeting Memo 1-10-22.pdf
2. Review and act on minutes from November 15th, 2021 Meeting,
Documents:
PW111521md.pdf
3. Update on Gebhardt Rd reconstruction, realignment and pathway
Documents:
R-M Public Meeting Summary 1-6-21.pdf
Gebhardt Plans 1-6-21.pdf
4. Update on 2021 PASER Road Ratings
Documents:
2021 PASER Rating List.pdf
Current Status of 2020-2030 10 Year Plan.pdf
Map of Ratings 4-5.pdf
Road Rating Memo.pdf
2021 4-5 PASER Ratings Map.pdf
5. Update on Public Works Projects
6. Other Business
7. Adjourn

Any person who has a qualifying disability as defined by the Americans with Disabilities Act who
requires that the meeting or materials for the meeting has to be in an accessible location or format
must contact the Village Clerk, Michelle Luedtke, at 262-782-6700 or 13600 Juneau Boulevard by 3:00
PM Friday prior to the meeting so that any necessary arrangements can be made to accommodate your
request.
NOTICE: It is possible that members of, and possibly a quorum of, other governmental bodies of the
Village may be in attendance at the above stated meeting to gather information. No action will be
taken by any governmental body at the above stated meeting other than the governmental body
specifically referred to in the above notice.

Village of Elm Grove

Memo
To:

Public Works Utilities Committee

From:

David De Angelis, Village Manager, Richard Paul Jr., Director of Public Works

Date:

January 7, 2022

Re:

Public Works Agenda January Meeting

Item 3: Update on Gebhardt Rd reconstruction, realignment and pathway
Included in your packets you will find the current 40% plan set for the pathway and
intersection realignment, as well as noted from the open house held on Thursday, January
6th, 2022. The committee shall review the plans and comments and provide further direction
for Ruekert-Mielke to proceed.
Item 4: Update on 2021 PASER Road Ratings
Included in your packets is a memo accompanied by maps and a complete list of the 2021
ratings. Notes were also included on the previous 10 Year Paving Plan to discuss and
evaluate the current status. The committee shall review the data and provide further
direction for staff to proceed with amending the next 10 year paving plan.

PUBLIC WORKS/UTILITIES (PWUC) COMMITTEE
MEETING MINUTES
Monday, November 15th, 2021 6:00 p.m., Park View Room
1. Roll call.
Meeting was called to order at 6:03 pm by Mr. Kressin
Present: Mr. Haas, Mr. Kressin (also Ad Hoc Pathway Committee), Mrs. Cornell (also Ad Hoc Pathway
Committee), and Via Zoom Mr. Coons, Mr. Harley & Mr. McNamara
Absent: Mr. Casperson
Also Present: Mr. De Angelis and Mr. Paul, Ad Hoc Pathway Committee Martha Kendler, John Schindler, Natalie
Schneider & Stacy Barry Coffey
2. Review and act on minutes for October 11th,, 2021 Meeting.
Mr. Haas moved and Mrs. Cornell seconded to approve the October 11th, 2021 meeting minutes. Motion carried
6-0.
3. Discussion on pathways with Ad Hoc Committee
Mr. Kressin opened up the floor to allow the Ad Hoc Committee to discuss their ratings and priorities of the
pathways that have been identified previously. Mrs. Cornell indicated that the Ad Hoc Committee met
last week to review pathways that were previously ranked and indicated that the new rankings fell rather
similarly as before. Initially there were10 pathways but have been narrowed down to 6. The highest ranked
prioritized pathway ended up being Gebhardt Rd from Pilgrim Parkway to Highland Dr. with an approximate
cost of $382,405 adding the reasons for this ranking include economy of timing to bid it out with the
reconstruction of the street to receive better pricing, this pathway has been reviewed by the Village Board
multiple times, there have been monies previously set aside for pathways and those monies are currently
available to offset the costs. Additionally, this pathway in particular has been the most cost effective pathway
to construct which would also provide a much needed connectivity to the existing Pilgrim Pkwy pathway and
Brookfield system.
The Ad Hoc committee has also identified the Highland Dr. Pathway as the second priority to be considered
for 2025 construction alongside the road reconstruction from North Ave to the tracks, but to extend the
pathway to Gebhardt for the connection. This would allow for the NW side of the Village to have access to the
system.
The AD Hoc committee would like to see money designated solely for pathways instead of just lumping it
together with the Transportation Fund.
Mr. Coons interjected that he felt the priorities should lie with the roadways that are more readily used by the
general public and felt that it was important to prioritize existing infrastructure before a project that is not used
by as many residents. Mr. Coons also mentioned that it would be prudent to slow down a bit and allow time
to build up the fund before trying to spend everything right away. Mr. De Angelis indicated that the money for
the Gebhardt Pathway was already earmarked money from pathways and there was enough money for the
roadway as well.
Mr. Haas stated his concern to get the project let as early next year as possible due to the threat of
competition for viable contractors to do the work with the large influx of construction projects that we have
seen over the last year and assuming the trend to continue or even worsen. Mr. Haas stated that the funding
should be there based upon current estimates, but added that even if we cannot get the bid numbers we are
looking for, the Village will decide based upon where the bids come in.
Mr. Coons is also concerned that the\ inflation rate is going to put stronger constraints on us.
Mr. Kressin said it would be helpful to reconvene in January once the PASER ratings are completed for the
2021 Road Ratings so the two committees can look at future planning based upon the updated ratings. Mr.
Paul will have the new ratings completed in December for the January meeting.
The Public Works Utilities Committee discussed the pros and cons on whether to include the pathway in on
the road reconstruction bid in 2022. Mr. Harley made a motion to include it but as an alternate broken out as
separate unit prices to allow the committee and Board to award it or not should they decide based upon the

financial impact without impacting the street paving bid. McNamara seconded it. Mr. Kressin, Ms. Cornell and
Mr. Haas were in favor. Mr. Coons opposed the recommendation.
4. Discussion on Gebhardt Reconstruction and realignment of Gebhardt Rd and Highland
intersection
Mr. De Angelis explained that the included packet material was a rough sketch and typical cross sections to
review as and discuss on whether or not the committee wanted to recommend moving forward with the
intersection realignment.
The committee discussed the need to do something with the intersection due to the near miss traffic issues
that are currently present. Mr. Kressin asked that Ruekert-Mielke consider sight lines in the planning on this
realignment and asked that a mountable curb be considered instead of a high back curb. The committee
discussed the need to flatten the intersection as it approached Highland Dr, as well as adding a left turn lane
to help stack traffic more efficiently.
Due to the inconsistency of the road width throughout, ranging from 21’ to 24’, the committee recommended
taking advantage of the scope of work to provide a consistent 24’ width for the entire segment up to the
Intersection of the Highland Dr realignment.
The committee agreed to have Ruekert-Mielke move forward with the aforementioned items that were
discussed to follow up with a review of the design a near future date.
5. Item 4: Closed Session- May convene into closed session pursuant to Wisconsin §19.85(1) (e) to
deliberate or negotiate the purchasing of public properties, the investing of public funds, or conducting
other specified public business, whenever competitive or bargaining reasons require a closed session
with respect to the contract for municipal water from the City of Wauwatosa
Mr. Kressin read the Closed Session item and Mr. Haas made a motion to go into closed session 7:20 pm
Ms. Cornell seconded and Mr. Coons, Mr. McNamara, and Mr. Harley and Mr. Kressin followed unanimously.
6. Update on Public Works Projects.
Mr. Paul explained that the 2021 Highland Dr Paving has been completed and the DPW will complete the road
edge soil and turf restoration within the next two weeks. Line striping will be performed sometime in that same
window by Crowley Construction, Inc.
7. Other Business.
None.
8. Adjourn
Mr. Haas moved and Ms. Cornell seconded a motion to adjourn. Motion carried 5-0. Meeting adjourned at 7:58
pm.
Respectfully submitted,
Richard Paul, Jr. Public Works Director
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Richard Paul Jr
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Gesch, Peter <PGesch@ruekert-mielke.com>
Friday, January 7, 2022 9:40 AM
David De Angelis; Richard Paul Jr
Petersen, Anthony
Gebhardt Public Info Meeting - Follow-Up/Recap

Gentlemen –
Below is a recap of some of the main comments that were brought up in last night’s meeting. I’ve listed
names/addresses if I specifically know who made the comments. These are the majority of the points that were brought
up. I may be missing some conversations that were had, but I think this is the gist of it.
Just an FYI that Andy and I will also be working on a construction cost estimate based on the current layout/concept
before the meeting on Monday night so that we have a better understanding of what the current project scope means
for potential project costs.


Lynn Sileno (14905 Gebhardt) was concerned about her two Catalpa trees at the end of the driveway that
needed to get removed because they’ve been there for 40-years and they’re “rare”. Lynn also had several other
vocal concerns about the relocation of Gebhardt making the intersection less safe than it already is today.



Dawn (15205 Gebhardt) was very concerned about speed on the roadway. She said that widening the road and
aligning the intersection would worsen the problem and that drivers would now fly down the road and likely
blow through the Highland intersection if it were to be aligned.
o She asked about speed bumps, speed humps or speed tables.
o She also asked about speed indicator signs along the road and getting those installed.
o She asked to eliminate the path to highland and run the path down Berkshire saying that is the route
that already exists to get to Village Park.



Leonard Machi (15185 Gebhardt) said that aligning the road makes it less safe (and several others chimed in to
say they agreed). He claimed that the roadway was misaligned for a reason and that all roadways leading in and
out of the Village are misaligned for a reason to make it so that people can’t “fly straight through”. He also
claimed that the path is not necessary because there are zero pedestrian deaths recorded at the intersection or
on the roadway – he claimed that the path and the roadway realignment would increase deaths because it
would welcome pedestrians to be near the street and also make the intersection less safe.
o He was concerned about how close the path was to his street. After the meeting, he said we could
remove more landscaping/trees to get the path closer to the road.



Peter Kazaks (15155 Gebhardt) was all for the pathway. Main concern was how close the path was to his house
– wanted to move it further away.



Ryan Hahn (15105 Gebhardt) was all for the project and pathway. Main concern was how close the path was to
his house. He also had the other concerns he sent in an email previously to the Village.



Several residents on Brojan and Wedgewood were for the pathway so that they had better connectivity to the
Village and the ability to not walk directly on Gebhardt.



Residents claimed the path is pointless because it doesn’t connect to anywhere right now.
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The point was brought up about eliminating the realignment part of the project, fixing the roadway, and still
keeping the path.



The claim was made that the left turn lane makes the intersection less safe because now cars have to look
around another vehicle when turning. The claim was also made that it wasn’t needed because there is no
queuing issue at the intersection except between 7am and 9am or when there is a train.



Other residents were willing to lose trees if it meant the path would be closer to the road – those mark-ups are
on our big drawings to consider in the design.



It was asked that we look into making the south side of the relocation a “high side” cross section so that it would
lessen the dropoff on the north side of the roadway and fit a ditch in.



The hill on Highland was discussed with sight distance and that it should be looked at. Possibly leaving the
intersection as is, but looking at sight distance in each direction at the Highland Intersection.



A 4-way stop was discussed at the Highland Intersection, but the alignment of the intersection right now would
not function as a 4-way stop. A resident said the intersection should be treated as a “T”- intersection instead of
a 4-way intersection.



Some residents were upset about using “their property” for the project even though it’s the Village right-of-way
and claims were made that just because it’s the Village right-of-way doesn’t mean the Village should use
people’s property.



Residents said that if the project gets pushed a year, something needs to be done about patching some failed
portions of the roadway.

Thanks and have a great weekend!

Peter W. Gesch
Project Engineer

262-953-3014
920-901-4624
PGesch@ruekert-mielke.com
ruekertmielke.com

Celebrating 75 Years of Engineering Excellence!
Learn More
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DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS
Richard Paul Jr.
Director of Public Works
13600 Juneau Boulevard
Elm Grove, Wisconsin 53122-1679
(262) 782-6700 Fax (262) 782-8714
E-Mail

rpauljr@elmgrovewi.org

January 7th, 2022
Memo regarding updated PASER Road Ratings
2021 PASER Rating results:
For the first time in recent history, we have found roads rated at a “4”. Previously, our
threshold to reconstruct or resurface a road never dropped below a “5” historically .Pavement
mix designs and longevity, drainage needs and construction traffic (mostly due to homes being
built or remodeled or maintenance contractors) are some of the main factors driving these
results.
The areas of more severe degradation are located in areas that we have already known to be in
need of reconstruction or resurfacing, however we have seen a drop in ratings on some roads
that were not quite as bad as previously rated but have made the cut after this last round.
The DPW was able to address some pavement repairs on Verdant and Luther Lane which
improved ratings from a “5” to a “6”, which will buy some time, as well as capital project
paving that we had completed which improved road surface conditions on roads such as Juneau
Blvd and Meadow Lane.
I have included the 2020-2030 - 10 Year Paving Plan developed from the last rating with notes
associated with those sections.
Moving forward, it would be helpful for the PWUC to help guide the revised 10 year plan with
providing suggestions and direction on what would be preferred with consideration of Main
Roads, Subdivisions, and improvements along possible pathway corridors, etc.

Sincerely,
Richard Paul, Jr.
Public Works Director
Village of Elm Grove

